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QUESTION PRESENTED
The National Environmental Policy Act requires a federal agency to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) before undertakinga majoraction "significantly affecting the quality of the humanenvironment." 42 U.S.C.
§ 4332(2)(C). The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Developmentdid not prepare an EIS before approving the
transfer of federal land and expenditureof millions of dollars
so that a private developer could build a big-box retail store
and other large, multi-story buildings in the southern portion
of the LowerGarden District. The LowerGarden District is
part of historic NewOrleans and is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places because it retains its midNineteenth Century appearance.
Thequestion presented is:
Whether, as the First, Second, Ninth, Eleventh, and D.C.
Circuits have held, an agency must prepare an Environmental Impact Statement whenevera major federal action is
likely to significantly affect the quality of the humanenvironmentor whether, as the Third, Fifth, and Tenth Circuits
have held, an agency need not prepare an EnvironmentalImpact Statement unless a major federal action will certainly
significantly affect the quality of the humanenvironment.
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING
Coliseum Square Association, Inc.; Smart Growth for
Louisiana; Louisiana Landmarks Society, Inc.; Historic
Magazine RowAssociation; and The Urban Conservancy,
Inc. are petitioners in this Court, wereappellants in the court
of appeals, and wereplaintiffs in the district court.
Alphonso Jackson, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development,is a respondent in this Court, wasan appellee in
the court of appeals, and wasa defendantin the district court.
The Housing Authority of NewOrleans is a respondent
in this Court, wasan appellee in the court of appeals, and
wasan intervening defendantin the district court.
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RULE 29.6

DISCLOSURE

ColiseumSquare Association, Inc. has no parent or publicly held companyowning10%or moreof its stock.
SmartGrowthfor Louisiana has no parent or publicly
held companyowning10%or moreof its stock.
Louisiana LandmarksSociety, Inc. has no parent or publicly held companyowning10%or moreof its stock.
Historic MagazineRowAssociation has no parent or
publicly held companyowning10%or moreof its stock.
The UrbanConservancy,Inc. has no parent or publicly
held companyowning10%or more of its stock.
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Petitioners seek a writ of certiorari to reviewthe judgment
of the United States Court of Appealsfor the Fifth Circuit in
this case.
DECISIONS BELOW
The opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit is reported at 465F.3d 215and is reprinted in the
Appendixto the Petition (App.) at l a. The relevant opinions
of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Louisiana are reprinted at App. 52a and App.68a.
JURISDICTION
The opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit was issued on September18, 2006. The court of
appeals denied petitioners’ timely rehearing petition on December13, 2006. (App. 79a.) This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).
STATUTORY AND REGULATORY PROVISIONS
The relevant statutory provisions and regulations are set
forth in the Appendixat 82a-88a.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A. Statutory Background
Signed into law on January 1, 1970, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)establishes a "national policy
[to] encourage productive and enjoyable harmonybetween
manand his environment." 42 U.S.C. § 4321. "NEPAitself
does not mandateparticular results" in order to accomplish
these ends. Robertson v. MethowValley Citizens Council, 490
U.S. 332, 350 (1989). Rather, NEPAimposes procedural requirements on federal agencies with a particular focus on requiring agencies to undertake analyses of the environmental
impactof their proposals and actions. See id. at 349-50.
At the heart of NEPA
is a requirement that federal agencies prepare a "detailed statement" - knownas an EnvironmentImpact Statement (EIS) - for "major Federal actions sig-
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nificantly affecting the quality of the humanenvironment."42
U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). AnEIS must consider five things:
(i) the environmentalimpactof the proposedaction,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot
avoided should the proposal be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposedaction,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses
man’s environment and the maintenance and enhancement
of long-term productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitmentsof resources which would be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented.
Id. In short, NEPA
provides criteria to guide an agency’s consideration of the environmental tradeoffs involved in major
federal actions.
The Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ)was established by NEPA
with authority to issue regulations interpreting
that statute. CEQhas promulgatedregulations to guide federal
agencies in determiningwhat actions are subject to the statutory requirement to prepare an EIS. See 40 C.F.R. § 1500.3.
The CEQregulations allow an agency to prepare a more limited document, an Environmental Assessment (EA), whenthe
action will not significantly affect the humanenvironment.
See id. §§ 1501.4(a)-(b). AnEAis to be a "concise public
document"that "[b]riefly provide[s] sufficient evidence and
analysis for determining whether to prepare an [EIS]." Id.
§ 1508.9(a). CEQregulations require an agency preparing
EAto consider "[u]nique characteristics of the geographicarea
such as proximity to historic or cultural resources." Id.
§ 1508.27(b)(3). If, after preparing an EA, an agency determines that an EIS is not required under applicable CEQregulations, it must issue a "finding of no significant impact"
(FONSI),which briefly presents the reasons whythe proposed
agency action will not have a significant impact on the human

environment. See id. §§ 1501.4(e), 1508.13. See generally
Dep’t ofTransp, v. Pub. Citizen, 541 U.S. 752, 756-58(2004).
B. Factual Background
This case involves a well-intentioned, necessary urban
public renewal plan, for an historic area of NewOrleans, that
was hijacked to serve the interests of a developer and a bigbox retailer looking for land in an urban area. See Stacy
Mitchell, Big BoxSwindle 15 (2006) ("In the heart of historic
NewOrleans, the demolition of a public-housing complex
provided sufficient acreage for Wal-Mart to build a twohundred-thousand-square-foot Supercenter surrounded by an
oceanof parking.").
The historic area of concern here is the LowerGardenDistrict. (See App. I) The district is adjacent to downtownNew
Orleans, the National Historic LandmarkGardenDistrict, and
the Mississippi River. In the early Nineteenth Century, two
plantation owners asked Bartheleme Lafon to draw up plans
for subdividing their property. Lafon planed a community
with basins, fountains, tree-lined canals, market places, and
parks. By the time of the Civil War, the LowerGarden District included manygrand housesencircling a central park that
Lafon had namedColiseum Place. During the Depression, a
housing project - the St. ThomasHousing Development(St.
Thomas)- was built in the southern portion of the LowerGarden District. In keeping with the pedestrian scale of the historic neighborhood,St. Thomasoriginally included 970 units
in two- and three-story solid masonrybrick buildings arranged
around outdoor spaces. In 1952, 540 morehousing units were
added. The ensuing decades exacted a toll on St. Thomasand,
by the early 1990s, the public housing development was de/caying, outdated, and dangerous.

See generally
History of the Lower Garden District,
http://www.coliseumsquare.org/lowergarden_district_.pages/history.html.
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In 1996, respondent Department of Housing and Urban
Development(HUD)granted respondent Housing Authority
NewOrleans (HANO)$25 million through the HOPEVI programfor the revitalization of St. Thomas.The original plan
proposed fifty percent public housing, thirty percent lowincome housing, and twenty percent market-rate housing.
There was no planned retail. This proposal had broad-based
support, including the support of petitioners here.
In 2000, the character of the proposed revitalization
changed dramatically. At the urging of a private developer
(Historic Restorations Inc. (HRI)), HANO
proposed including
as part of the urban project a 275,000square-foot retail center
with an 850-space parking lot, a fourteen-story market-rate
housing condominium,a thirteen-story continuing care facility, and other small scale commercialventures. 2 HUDwaived
incomeeligibility regulations for the project, so that it would
nowinclude very little low-incomehousing. After the size of
the Wal-MartSupercenter was reduced to 200,000 square feet,
HUDapproved the revised plan. HUDdid not prepare an EIS.
(App.8a.)
Becausethe LowerGardenDistrict reflects and retains its
mid-Nineteenth Century appearance, the area is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. 3 The center of commer2 Specifically, "the proposed undertaking" included "[n]ew construction of Riverview Continuing Care Retirement Center, consisting of approximately 312 units in one 13-story structure covering one city block
with structured parking"; "[n]ew construction of residential condominiums
that consist of one 14-story structure of approximately100units with structured parking"; and "newconstruction of Riverview Retail Developmentof
approximately 199,000 square feet, with surface parking for 825 automobiles" "to be occupied by a Super Wal-Mart."(App. 96a.)
3
As described by the National Park Service, the LowerGarden District is
characterized by contrasting land uses and a variety of building types
and styles including Greek Revival and those of the Victorian era[;]
notable are ColiseumSquare with its park, surrounding grand dwell-
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cial activity in the LowerGardenDistrict offers "an array of
coffeehouses, antique stores, restaurants, and light commercial
businesses." (Environmental Assessment and Compliance
Findings for the Related Laws (hereinafter "HUDEA")
0003(on file in the Clerk’s Office).)
C. Agency AndDistrict Court Proceedings
Petitioners are not-for-profit organizations representing
businessesand peoplethat share an interest in the cultural, historic, and socioeconomicvitality of NewOrleans.
In July 2002,petitioners filed suit in the EasternDistrict of
Louisiana. Amongother things, petitioners sought an injunction compelling HUDto withhold HOPEVI funds until HUD
prepared an EIS for the St. ThomasProject. HUDthen agreed
to reconsider whetherto prepare an EIS and restricted workon
the project to residential infrastructure work and environmental remediation. In February 2003, HUDagain decided
that it did not need to prepare an EIS. (See HUDEA.) Among
other conclusions, HUDfound that (1) the project was "compatible with the surrounding development,"(2) there were
cumulative effects (other than traffic) that needed to be considered, and (3) no National Historic Landmarkswere affected
by the project. (HUDEAat 001-005.) The district court deriled petitioners’ request for a temporaryrestraining order. In
considering HUD’s
failure to prepare an EIS, the district court
applied a "highly deferential standard of review," one with the
"least latitude in finding groundsfor reversal." (App.74a.)
a single conclusory paragraph, the district court applied this

ings andthe 19thC. scheme
of canalsandfountainsandthe Magazine
St. commercial
structures,many
with1- and2- storyverandas.
See LowerGardenDistrict - Information, http://www.nr.nps.gov/
nmamel.htm
(follow "State and ResourceName"
hyperlink; then enter
"LA"into the "state code"boxand"Lower
GardenDistrict" into "name"
boxand follow "Execute"hyperlink; then follow "WEB
PAGE"
hyperling).
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highly deferential standard and approved HUD’sdecision not
to prepare an EIS. (App. 74a-75a.)
D. The Fifth Circuit’s Decision
Petitioners appealedto the Fifth Circuit. 4 The court noted
that "[i]t is undisputedthat HUD’sfunding of the project is a
major federal action" so that NEPAapplies. (App. 12a.)
Thus, the question before the court of appeals was "whether
HUDacted reasonably and in accordance with law in deciding,
based on its EAand FONSI,that its action had no direct or
indirect effects that significantly affected the quality of the
humanenvironment," and thus no EIS was necessary. (Id.)
Importantly,the court did not seriously dispute that the project
waslikely to significantly affect the quality of the humanenviroument. Nevertheless, the court of appeals permitted HUDto
continue to spend federal funds on the project without preparing an EIS.
The court of appeals upheld HUD’sdecision not to prepare
an EIS - despite the project’s likely significant impactson the
environment- by applying a standard of judicial review that
permits agencies to avoid the EIS process unless the significant impacts will definitely cometo pass. Thecourt posed the
legal question as whether"HUD
acted arbitrarily, capriciously,
or in abuse of its discretion by failing to prepare an EIS although it knewor should have knownthat the reasonably foreseeable effects of the project wouldsignificantly affect the

4 At the outset, the court of appeals rejected respondents’ argument
that completionof the Wal-Martportion of the projected rendered this case
moot. The court observed that "[t]he following construction was planned
but not yet begun: 200 mixed-incomerental units, 64 affordable rental
housing units for the elderly, a 250-unit market-rate rental retirement community, and 200 market-rate condominitnn units; additional small-scale
commercialventures, which may be included in some of the new residential construction; and construction or rehabilitation of affordable rental
housing (90 units) and affordable individually ownedhouses (50 units)."
(App. 10a.)

quality of the human environment." (App. 17a (emphasis
added).) By asking whether the project "would" affect the
quality of the humanenvironment, the Fifth Circuit applied a
standard of judicial reviewthat is exceptionally deferential to
the agency.
By using that standard, the court of appeals was able to
sanction HUD’sdecision not to prepare an EIS despite the
likely impact of the Wal-Martproject on the character of the
historic LowerGarden District. Manyopponents of the project predicted that the project wouldseriously erode the historic, pedestrian-focused character of the neighborhood:Approving a Wal-MartSupercenter in historic NewOrleans required massive changes in zoning laws. (See, e.g., App. 90a
(April 11, 2002 draft study of LambertAdvisory LC) (noting
"Wal-Mart’s insistence with maintaining a parking lot sized
beyond what the City zoning code allows").) The zoning
changes were necessary, of course, not because the project
called for land use consistent with the status quo, but because
it called for a material change: the demolition of the existing
affordable residential housing (and the displacement of the
communitythat it supported), in favor of a 200,000 squarefoot Wal-Mart Supercenter with associated massive parking
requirements; a market-rate retirement community;and highrise, market-rate apartments.
Theprivate developer - pointing to certain design features,
such as the partial use of "bricks" (concrete masonryblocks)
suggested that the big-box store and other high-rise buildings
wouldfit right into the LowerGardenDistrict’s mid-Nineteen
Centurystyle. In justifying the decision not to prepare an EIS,
HUDstated only that the project was "compatiblewith the surrounding development"and "complied with local zoning ordi-

5 As one architect asked, "[w]here is the argumentthat there are other
parking lots of that size [850 spaces] in this neighborhoodor anywherein
uptown NewOrleans[?]" (App. 90a.)
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nances," without explaining howit was compatible or noting
that zoning changes were necessary to accommodatethe project. (HUDEA 001, 002, 003, 005.) In upholding HUD’s
conclusion that the future consequencesof the Wal-MartSupercenter would not significantly affect the quality of the
LowerGardenDistrict neighborhood,the court of appeals emphasized that the proposed store would be "located on the
Tchoupitoulas industrial corridor." (App. 21a.) Even HUD
admitted, however,that the Project’s area of potential effects
was not limited to the Tchoupitoulas corridor, but extended
across the rest of the LowerGardenDistrict, and most of urban
NewOrleans. (See App. I.) The court, however, concluded
that petitioners had not established that the consequencesof
the Wal-MartSupercenter wouldnecessarily have a significant
effect on the quality of the neighborhood,and it thus approved
HUD’sdetermination. (See App. 20a-21a.)
Similarly, the court of appeals approved HUD’sdecision
not to prepare an EIS even thoughit waslikely that a significant impact on the environmentwould be caused by other retailers following Wal-Martinto the Lower Garden District.
HUD’sadministrative record contained an economic study
showingthat the Project, as conceived, wouldlikely lead to a
rush of other national chain stores. See Appellants’ Fifth Circuit RecordExcerpt8, at 1; id. at 39 ("it is understandablethat
local businesses and residents view Wal-Martas the first wave
of the national retailers"). Despite this evidence, HUDnever
consideredthe possible effects that a larger migrationof businesses might have on the LowerGardenDistrict. In approving
HUD’sdecision, the court declared that this "statistical data
discussing general national trends" was "speculative" because
there was"nothing concrete" to showthat an influx of national
chain retailers will occur. (See App.29a.)
So too, the court wasable to excuse HUD’sfailure to perform an EIS despite the project’s potential impact on historic
properties only by suggesting that the impacton the properties
was not certain. As the mapreproduced in the appendix con-
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veys, the project threatened to affect manyhistoric sites, ineluding sixty-eight properties listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, twelve National Register Districts, two National Historic Landmark(NHL)properties, and two NHLDistricts (the Garden District and the Vieux Carre, more commonly knownas the French Quarter). (See App. I.) The record is unequivocal that HUDrelied exclusively on the opinions of the National Park Service (NPS)in concludingthat the
Project would not significantly affect any Landmarks.(See
App. 34a, 38a-40a, HUDEAat 0005.) NPS, however, had not
actually cometo that conclusion. It informed HUDthat "our
files contain insufficient informationto allow us to clarify the
[no-impact]position stated previously by this office," and that
"we cannot clarify the reasoning for the previous NPSdecision." (App. 92a (emphasis added).) Recognizing the potentially significant impact on NHLs,NPSnoted that "the National Historic Landmarksare considered to be the most important historic landmarksin the United States. Theyare national treasures worthyof extra caution." (Id.) 6 In affirming
HUD’s
finding, the court of appeals stated that petitioners had
not proven that "HUDwas.., arbitrary and capricious in relying on the National Park Service’s [inscrutable] determination
as support for its conclusion that the project wouldhave no
significant impact." (See App.40a.)

The NPSemployee whohad surveyed the area and prepared the NPS
opinion letters left the NPSbetweenthe time he sent the letters and the
time HUDreopened the matter, and was thus unable to provide the basis
for his opinions. (App. 93a.) Accordingly, the NPSasked HUDto.delay
the approval process "to provide [the NPS]time to respond adequately on
the project’s impacts on the National Historic Landmarks."ld. Less than a
monthlater, however, the NPSsent HUDa letter withdrawing the request
for more time. Rather than providing with any basis or rationale for its
earlier no-impact finding, it provided only reasons for allowing HUDto
proceed: that "HUD... appropriately sought NPS’ commentsand relied
on those comments
in goodfaith." (Id. at 94a.)
6
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REASONS FOR GRANTINGTHE PETITION
There is a longstanding and pervasive circuit disagreement
on the standard of review applicable to a federal agency’s decision not to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. An
agency considering a project in Coloradoor Texas is free to
ignore possible but uncertain effects whendeciding whetherto
prepare an EIS.7 The same agency considering an identical
project in Connecticut, Nevada,or Mainemust consider all of
the likely significant effects of the project in determining
whether to prepare an EIS.8 Thus, once again, "It]he lower
courts [are] in disarray on what standard of reviewto apply to
an agency’s decision not to undertake an EIS." Gee v. Boyd,
471 U.S. 1058, 1059-60(1985) (White, J., joined by Brennan
and Marshall,J.J., dissenting fromdenial of petition for writ of
certiorari) (citations omitted).
Thequestion of the proper standard for judicial review of
an agencydecision not to prepare an EIS is exceptionally important. NEPAapplies to every federal agency, and the decision to issue an EIS - or not - is at the statute’s core. Thus,
the standard by which a court reviews that decision vastly impacts the process of federal environmental decisionmaking.
Becauseconsideration of environmental risk goes to the heart
of the structured environmental assessment mandated by
NEPA,those circuits that allow an agency to sidestep the EIS
process merely because a future impact is uncertain seriously
impedethe goals of the statute. Moreover,those circuits that
7

City of Walthamv. U.S. Postal Serv., 11 F.3d 235, 240 (lst Cir.
1993); NationalAudubonSoc’y v. Hoffman, 132 F.3d 7, 18 (2d Cir. 1997);
OceanAdvocates v. Army Corps of Engineers, 402 F.3d 846, 865-67 (9th
Cir. 2004); Hillv. Boy, 144 F.3d 1446 (llth Cir. 1998); Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d 1409, 1415(D.C. Cir. 1983).
s Soc’y Hill TowersOwners’Ass’n v. Rendell, 210 F.3d 168 (3d Cir.
2000); Sabine RiverAuth. v. Dep’t of Interior, 951 F.2d 669, 677 (5th Cir.
1992); Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Flowers, 359 F.3d 1257 (10th Cir.
2004).
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are sidestepping NEPA
are doing so by claiming support from
this Court’s decision in Marshv. OregonNatural Resources
Council, 490 U.S. 360 (1989). The Court has a special obligation to clarify the law wherecircuit courts are misinterpreting
prior decisions of the Court.
Not only is the circuit split longstandingand the issue exceptionally important, but this is an ideal case for the Court to
bring clarity to the issue. In this case, HUD
explainedits failure to prepare an EIS by stating that the project was compatible with the existing neighborhood,that no other retailers were
likely to follow the big-boxretailer, and that the National Park
Service had found no harm to nearby historic landmarks. In
math, the 200,000square foot concrete-masonryblock building
- a building requiring massive changes in local zoning laws bears little resemblanceto the rest of the mixed-usehistoric
district; economicevidence strongly suggested other retailers
wouldfollow the Project; and the National Park Service told
HUDit could not discern any basis for its no-harm-tolandmarksfinding. The only rationale a court of appeals could
possibly use to approve HUD’sdecision not to prepare an EIS
is that the court could not be certain that the project "would"
significantly affect the quality of the humanenvironment.
Thus, the issue of whether an agency must prepare an EIS
wherea major federal project mayhave significant effects on
the quality of the humanenvironmentis squarely presented for
the Court.
I. THE DECISION
OF THE COURT BELOW
EXACERBATED A LONGSTANDING CONFLICT
IN THE COURTS OF APPEALS REGARDING
WHETHER AN AGENCY MUST CONSIDER A
PROJECT’S POTENTIAL EFFECTS BEFORE
DECLINING TO PREPAREAN EIS
Courts have long struggled with identifying the appropriate
standard of judicial review for agencydecisions not to prepare
an EIS. Morethan two decades ago, Justice White urged this
Court to grant reviewand bring order to the then-existing state
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of chaos amongthe circuits regarding the appropriate standard
of review of an agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS under
NEPA.Gee, 471 U.S. at 1059-60.9 Shortly thereafter, this
Court’s unanimousopinion in Marshattempted to clarify the
standard for reviewing an agency’s decision not to prepare an
EIS.
In Marsh, this Court held that such a decision is reviewed
under the "arbitrary and capricious" standard articulated in the
Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). See 490
U.S. at 377. In so doing, the Court reaffirmed its longstanding
doctrine that the reviewing court "must consider whether" the
agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS "was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whetherthere has been a
clear error of judgment.’’1° Id. Although"the ultimate standard of review is a narrow one," the inquiry must be "searching and careful." Id. at 378 (quoting Citizens to Preserve
OvertonPark, lnc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971)).
Eighteen years after Marsh,the courts of appeals are again
in disarray on the proper standard of review to apply to an
agency decision not to prepare an EIS. Consistent with the
clear intent of Marsh, some circuits apply a "searching and
careful" form of arbitrary and capricious review. Other circuits, however, have erroneously relied on Marshto sanction
9 Justice White explained: "The First, Second, and Seventh Circuits,
like the Fourth, will reverse such agencyaction only if it is arbitrary or
capricious. Four other Circuits have employeda "reasonableness" standard
of review. The Third Circuit has assumed, without deciding, that a "reasonableness" standard is appropriate, and the Sixth Circuit has similarly
declined to choose between the two standards. The Court of Appeals for
the District of ColumbiaCircuit has developeda four-part test to determine
whetherthe agencyaction is arbitrary and capricious .... " Gee, 471 U.S.
at 1059.
10 AlthoughMarshconcernedthe decision of an agency not to prepare
a supplementalEIS, Marshalso applies to an agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS in the first instance. See Daniel R. Mandelker,NEPALawand
Policy § 8:7 (2d. ed. 2006).
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agencyreview that is so deferential as to be practically nonexistent. In particular, several circuits, includingthe Fifth Circuit below, have distorted Marshto stand for the proposition
that a court will not disturb an agency’srefusal to prepare an
EIS unless the significant impacts would necessarily occur.
See generally Korey A. Nelson, Comment,Judicial Review of
Agency Action Underthe National Environmental Policy Act:
We Can’t See the Forest Because There are Too ManyTrees,
17 Tul. Envtl. L.J. 177 (2003) (discussing the conflict among
the courts of appeals regarding appropriate standard of review
under Marsh).
A. The First, Second, Ninth, Eleventh, AndD.C. Circuits Apply A Less Deferential "Substantial Possibility" Standard
The First, Second, Ninth, Eleventh, and D.C. Circuits review an agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS under a "substantial possibility" standard that assures the agencyhas conducted a thorough examination into a project’s potential effects before determiningthat no EIS is needed.
The First Circuit reviews an agency determination not to
prepare an EIS for whetherit shows"a ’substantial possibility"
that the project ’could significantly affect the quality of the
humanenvironment.’" City of Walthamv. U.S. Postal Serv.,
11 F.3d 235, 240 (lst Cir. 1993) (quoting Sierra Club v.
Marsh,769 F.2d 868, 870-71(lst Cir. 1985) (Breyer, J.))
phasis added). TheFirst Circuit will reverse an agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS unless the agency has adequately
consideredall substantially probableeffects of its project. See,
e.g., Sierra Club, 769 F.2d at 877 (refusing to uphold agency’s
decision not to issue EIS where agency failed "to consider
adequately the fact that building a port and causewaymaylead
to the further industrial development").
Like the First Circuit, the SecondCircuit asks whether an
agencyconsidered the "possibility" of significant impacts. For
example, in National AudubonSociety v. Hoffman,132 F.3d 7,
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18 (2d Cir. 1997), the Second Circuit reversed a decision
the National Forest Service not to prepare an EIS. Id. Because the Forest Service had failed to consider the possible
effects of the challenged action, the court concludedthat its
"determination that preparation of an EIS was not necessary,
based on the record before it, was . . . arbitrary and capricious." Id. Thus, under the Second Circuit’s approach,
"NEPA’spolicy goals require agencies to err in favor of
preparation of an EIS whenthe proposed action is likely to
have a significant environmental impact," and "a party challenging the agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS must
[thus] showonly that there is a substantial possibility that the
action mayhave a significant impact on the environment."
132 F.3d at 18 (emphasis added). The Second Circuit expressly rejects the view(adoptedby the Fifth Circuit here) that
the challenger must demonstrate that the significant impact
will occur. Id. ("not that it clearly will have such an impact"
(emphasisadded)).
Similarly, the NinthCircuit requires federal agencies to inquire into "potential" effects before declining to prepare an
EIS. For example, in Ocean Advocates v. ArmyCorps of Engineers, the ArmyCorps had relied upon "a letter from BP[the
refinery operator] stating that only market forces, and not the
additional pier [the construction of which required Corps approval], wouldincrease total vessel traffic." 402 F.3d 846,
865-67(9th Cir. 2004). But because the Corps"failed to demonstrate.., that it critically evaluatedthe potential increase in
tanker traffic from the dock extension alone," the court reversed the Corps’ decision, notwithstanding the lack of any
concrete evidence proffered by the challengers that the dock
addition wouldin fact increase tanker traffic. Id. at 867 (emphasis added). In so doing, the court explained that an "EIS
must be prepared if substantial questions are raised as to
whether a project maycause significant degradation of some
humanenvironmental factor." ld. at 864-65 (internal quotation marks and alterations omitted); accord Idaho Sporting
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Cong. v. Thomas,137 F.3d 1146, 1149 (9th Cir. 1998); Greenpeace Action v. Franklin, 14 F.3d 1324, 1332 (9th Cir. 1992).
Like the SecondCircuit, the Ninth Circuit has expressly rejected the contrary view: "To trigger this [EIS] requirement a
plaintiff neednot showthat significant effects will in fact occur," ’,raising substantial questions whethera project mayhave
a significant effect is sufficient." OceanAdvocates, 402 F.3d
at 866 (internal quotation marksand alteration omitted).
So too, the Eleventh Circuit has refused to permit an
agency to avoid preparing an EIS merely because there is only
the "potential" of a significant effect on the quality of the human environment. In Hill v. Boy, the ArmyCorps of Engineers chose not to create an EIS in connection with the issuance of dredge-and-fiUpermits needed for the construction of
a damand reservoir, the site of whichwascrossed by an existing undergroundpetroleum pipeline. 144 F.3d 1446(1 lth Cir.
1998). The court of appeals reversed due to the corps’ failure
to "take a ’hard look’ at the potential adverse environmental
consequencesof such a pipeline," as the Corpshad ignored the
possibility that the existing pipeline mightleak oil into the reservoir, and instead assumedthat the pipeline wouldbe relocated before the damwas built, without procuring any agreementto that effect. Id. at 1451.
TheD.C. Circuit also requires agencies to consider possible (but not certain) effects. Thecourt requires an agency
prepare an EIS "[i]f any significant environmental impacts
might result from the proposed agency action." See Sierra
Club v. Peterson, 717 Fi2d 1409, 1415 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (Peterson) (McKinnen,
J., joined by Wrightand Scalia, J.J.) (second emphasis added); see also Grand CanyonTrust v. FAA,
290 F.3d 339, 340 (D.C. Cir. 2002). In Peterson, the United
States Forest Service decided not to issue an EIS with respect
to an oil and gas leasing program. The D.C. Circuit reversed:
"NEPArequires that federal agencies determine at the outset
whether their major actions can result in ’significant’ environmental impacts." ld. at 1413-14 (emphasis added). The
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court thus held that the Forest Service failed to complywith
NEPA
by foregoing the EIS process despite the potential effects of drilling on the non-highlysensitive lands. See id. at
1414-15.
In sum, the First, Second, Ninth, D.C., and Eleventh Circuits all require federal agencies to prepare an EIS where a
majorfederal action maysignificantly affect the quality of the
humanenvironment, even if it cannot be shown that it certainly will.
B. The Third, Fifth, And Tenth Circuits Apply A
Highly Deferential Standard, Obliging the Challenger To Show That The Major Federal Action
"WouldCause" A Significant Impact
As illustrated by the decision below, somecircuits are misinterpreting Marshto require a highly deferential standard of
review of an agency’s decision to dispense with the EIS process. Underthese courts’ approach, an agency’s decision not to
prepare, an EIS will be affirmed unless the challenger can show
that the project will, in fact, cause significant effects on the
humanenvironment.
Thus, in this case, the Fifth Circuit excusedHUD’sfailure
to prepare an EIS by noting the slim chance that the events
feared by petitioners might not in fact cometo pass: placing a
Wal-MartSupercenter and other high-rise buildings in the
LowerGardenDistrict mightnot significantly alter the historic
quality of the neighborhood;other national retailers mightnot
follow Wal-Martinto the LowerGardenDistrict; and the project might not significantly impact nearby National Historic
Landmarks. (See App. 21a-22a, 29a, 40a.) Under the Fifth
Circuit’s view, a federal agencyis free to ignore serious potential effects on the quality of the humanenvironmentbecause
there is somemodestchance that these feared events might not
OCCur.

Like the Fifth Circuit, the Third Circuit permits an agency
to avoid an EIS despite the existence of potentially significant
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effects on the quality of the humanenvironment. In Society
Hill TowersOwners"Ass "n v. Rendell, HUDfinanced the construction of a hotel and parking complexin downtownPhiladelphia without preparing an EIS. See 210 F.3d 168 (3d Cir.
2000). In reaching its decision that no EIS was needed, HUD
never considered the cumulative effects that wouldresult from
building the hotel and parking complex in connection with
other projects that had been proposedfor the area, including
the creation of a "mega" entertainment complex. See id. at
182. The court upheld HUD’sdecision to ignore those potential effects becauseit was"not at all certain that the proposed
’mega’ entertainment complexor any of the projects included
in the planning documents [would] ever be completed." ld.
(emphasis added). Becausethe challengers could not establish
that the proposedprojects wouldin fact be built, the Third Circuit held that NEPA
did not oblige HUD
to consider the possibility of such construction before foregoing the EIS process
altogether.
Like the Third and Fifth Circuits, the Tenth Circuit also
permits agencies to avoid the EIS process even though a major
federal action is likely to significantly affect the humanenvironment. For example, in Greater Yellowstone Coalition v.
Flowers, the court upheld the ArmyCorps of Engineers’ decision not to prepare an EIS concerning construction of a 359acre golf course and upscale housing development in the
Snake River Canyon. See 359 F.3d 1257 (10th Cir. 2004).
The site of the proposed construction (which was a wetland
subject to the Corps’ jurisdiction) contained an "intact and
healthy riparian ecosystem"supporting bald eagle nesting territories in addition to moose, elk, mule deer, black bears,
mountain lions, trumpeter swans, and Snake River cutthroat
trout. See id. at 1263. Althoughthe Corpsrecognized that the
impact on the bald eagle nesting grounds left a "continuing
potential for disturbance due to increased humanactivity in the
area," it nonetheless dispensed entirely with the EIS process.
Id. at 1276. In upholding the Corps’ decision, the Tenth Cir-
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cuit explained that the evidence before the Corps "could not
predict with certainty howthe resident bald eagles wouldreact
to the CanyonClub development." ld (emphasis added). The
court thus affirmed the Corps’ decision not to prepare an EIS
because "the past behavior of eagle pairs cannot be used to
predict the future behavior of these and other eagle pairs
within the SnakeUnit." Id. In other words, the very fact that
it wasimpossible to determine whetherthe project wouldcertainly cause a significant effect on the nesting eagles wassufficient to support the Corps’decision not to prepare an EIS.
In sum, the Third, Fifth, and Tenth Circuits only require
federal agencies to prepare an EIS where a major federal action will definitely significantly affect the quality of the human
environment.
II. WHETHER AN AGENCY MUST CONSIDER A
PROJECT’S
POTENTIAL EFFECTS BEFORE
DECLINING TO PREPARE AN EIS IS A QUESTION
OF EXCEPTIONAL IMPORTANCE THAT THIS
COURT MUST RESOLVE
Thedeep circuit split is vitally important becauseresolution of the dispute will have significant consequencesfor the
practice of environmental decisioumaking. Andbecause much
of the circuit disagreement turns on this Court’s decision in
Marsh, the Court has a special responsibility to clarify this
area of the law.
The standard of review adopted by the Third, Fifth, and
Tenth Circuits hands federal agencies carte blanche to ignore
NEPA’score requirement. The requirement that an agency
prepare a fully informed and reasoned EIS before undertaking
any "major" action "significantly affecting the humanenvironment" lies at the "heart" of NEPA.See Pub. Citizen, 541
U.S. at 757-58 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)). Thus,
Court has mandatedthat courts reviewing agency decisions to
forego the EIS process "carefully review[] the record and satisfy[] themselves that the agencyhas madea reasoned decision
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based on its evaluation of the significance - or lack of significance - of the [relevant] information." Marsh, 490 U.S. at
378. The environmental consequences of practically every
federal action are uncertain because the future is not yet
known. The standard applied by the Third, Fifth, and Tenth
Circuits permits agencies to ignore the EIS requirement in essentially every case simply by pointing to somemerepossibility of uncertain future consequences.Indeed, this highly deferential standard permits agencies to sidestep NEPA
precisely
where careful decisionmaking is needed - whenthe potential
outcomeis uncertain.
In contrast, the position of the First, Second,Ninth, D.C.,
and Eleventh Circuits comports with NEPAand Marsh. Under the approachadopted by those courts, doubt is resolved in
favor of preparing an EIS. By assuring that agencies prepare
an EIS whenevera major federal action is likely to significantly affect the humanenvironment,these circuits assure that
agencies undertake to evaluate the environmental tradeoffs
whentheir actions put the quality of the environmentat risk.
Notably, those courts of appeals whohave adopted a standard at odds with NEPA’score requirement have often attributed their highly permissive standard to Marsh. For example,
prior to Marsh,the Fifth Circuit reviewedan agency’sdecision
not to prepare an EIS for reasonableness, a standard it described as "less deferential" and "morerigorous" than the "arbitrary and capricious" standard. See Fritiofson v. Alexander,
772 F.2d 1225, 1237-38 (5th Cir. 1985). Subsequently, however, the Fifth Circuit determinedthat this Court’s Marshdecision "plainly emasculated" Fritiofson and similar decisions
and set a standard of reviewfar moredeferential to the agency.
See Sabine River Auth. v. Dep’t of Interior, 951 F.2d 669, 677
(5th Cir. 1992). Like the Fifth Circuit, the Third Circuit has
interpreted Marshas permitting an agency to avoid an EIS despite the existence of potentially significant effects on the
quality of the humanenvironment. Soc’y Hill Towers, 210
F.3d at 178-79 (3d Cir. 2000). Another circuit has displayed
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confusionon the point,11 while other circuits properly interpret
Marshas retaining the reasoned decisionmaking standard of
review. Although Marsh plainly retains the reasoned decisionmaking requirement, the time has comefor the Court to
bring clarity to this area of the law.
III. THIS CASE PROVIDES AN IDEAL VEHICLE FOR
RESOLVING THE CIRCUIT CONFLICT
This case squarely, presents the standard-of-review issue
for this Court’s resolution. A federal agency has concluded
that approving a Wal-Mart Supercenter (and the oceans of
parking needed to support it), high-rise complexes,and other
commercialventures built in an historic, pedestrian-scale
neighborhood of NewOrleans (displacing hundreds of lowincome families) does not trigger NEPA’sEIS requirement,
requirementthat applies to every majorfederal action that significantly affects the quality of the humanenvironment. Such
a strongly counterintuitive agencyfinding is only sustainable
under a judicial standard that permits ignoring all but the most
certain effects. The Fifth Circuit’s decision below cannot
stand if agencies are obliged to consider the likely effects of
their actions.
A. The Applicable Standard Of Judicial Review Is
OutcomeDeterminative As To The Compatibility
Issue
Onlyunder the Fifth Circuit’s highly deferential standard
of reviewis it possible to find that a proposedWal-Martwith a
block of parking and other high-rise buildings could be "compatible" with an historic neighborhoodof pedestrian scale. As
noted, manyopponents of the project predicted that the WalMart Supercenter wouldseriously erode the historic character

II CompareHill, 144 F.3d at 1451 (requiring agency to "makea convineing case"), with Preserving EndangeredAreas of Cobb’s History v.
Army Corps of Eng’rs, 87 F.3d 1242, 1248-49 (llth Cir. 1996) (upholding
decision not to create EIS whereagency"considered the effects").
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of the neighborhoodwhile the private developer suggested that
12
the big-boxstore wouldfit right in.
In upholding HUD’sconclusion that the future consequences of the Wal-MartSupercenter would not significantly
affect the quality of the LowerGardenDistrict neighborhood,
the court emphasized that the proposed Wal-Mart would be
"located on the Tchoupitoulasindustrial corridor." (App. 21a.)
But even HUD
admitted that the Project’s area of potential effects extended across the rest of the LowerGardenDistrict,
and a large portion of urban NewOrleans. (See App.I.) In the
least, then, HUDwas required to consider whether the proposed project would fit into the historic neighborhood of
homes and pedestrian-scale retail, and not simply - as the
court of appeals did - confine its inquiry to someadjacent industrial lands.
Any meaningful inquiry would surely have revealed the
likelihood that this car-centered project focusing on a huge
big-box suburbanstyle store built largely out of concrete masonry block wouldalmost certainly dramatically alter the character of this neighborhood.Only the most agency deferential
standard imaginable - one that relies on even the merest suggestion that a likely event maynot occur - could possibly
sanction HUD’sdecision that the Wal-MartSupercenter would
be compatible with a Nineteenth-Century mixed-use neighborhood.
If this case had arisen in either the First, Second, Ninth,
Eleventh, or D.C. Circuits, there is no question that HUD
wouldhave had to prepare an EIS. For example, in the First
Circuit’s decision Sierra Club v. Marsh, the court refused to
defer to an agency’s determination that no EIS was required
12 (See, e.g., App. 90a ("Whereis the argumentthat there are other
parking lots of that size [850 spaces] in this neighborhoodor anywherein
uptownNewOrleans[?]"); id. (noting that the masonry-blockexterior of
the Wal-MartSupercenter wouldconstitute a drastic change from the brick
veneers of the surrounding historic neighborhood).
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where the agency had relied on compliance with local zoning
laws without considering the fact that the relevant zoninglaws
had to be altered to effect compliance. See Sierra Club v.
Marsh, 769 F.3d at 880-81. As in Sierra Club v. Marsh, major
zoning changes were necessary here because the project called
for land use inconsistent with the status quo. (See App. 20a21a.) HUD’sdecision to avoid an EIS on these facts simply
could not stand under Sierra Club v. Marshand similar cases.
See, e.g., Md.-Nat’l Capital Park & Planning Comm
"n v. U.S.
Postal Serv., 487 F.2d 1029 (D.C. Cir. 1973)("When...
Federal Government
exercises its sovereignty so as to override
local zoning protections, NEPA
requires morecareful scrutiny.
NEPA
has full vitality, and its policies cannot be taken as effectuated by local land use control, wherethe proposal of the
Federal Governmentreflects a distinctive difference in kind
from the types of land use, proposedby private and local governmentsponsors, that can fairly be taken as within the scope
of local controls." (emphasisadded)).
B. The Applicable Standard Of Judicial Review Is
OutcomeDeterminative As To The Collateral Effects Issue
A second way in which this case turns on the applicable
standard of review concerns whether the Wal-MartSupercenter mightattract other national chains to the vicinity of the St.
ThomasProject. Petitioners pointed to an economic market
assessment in the administrative record showingthat the Project wouldlikely be followedby a rush of other national chain
stores. See Appellants’ Fifth Circuit RecordExcerpt 8, at 1,
39. In affirming HUD’sdecision to ignore that possibility, the
Fifth Circuit emphasizedthat petitioners offered "nothing concrete" to showthat specific additional projects are "plannedfor
in this particular project area." (See App.29a.) Short of an
actual contract with newdevelopers showingthat an influx of
national chain retailers will occur, however,it is unclear how
any litigant is to showa significant possibility that such an in-
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flux might occur, if not through such a focused economicstudy
predicting that it would.
Thecases relied on by the Fifth Circuit to suggest that the
statistics were "speculative" do nothing of the sort. Both involve the standards for assessing whether a completed EIS is
sufficient, rather than whetheran agencymust prepare an EIS
in the first instance. See Robertsonv. MethowValley Citizens
Council, 490 U.S. 332, 356 (1989) (upholding a CEQregulation requiring EIS to include only "reasonably foreseeable"
consequences); City of Shoreacres v. Waterworth, 420 F.3d
440 (5th Cir. 2005) (upholding agency decision not to include
in EIS unlikely event that future dredgingwouldbe required).
Again, had this issue arisen in the First, Second, Ninth,
Eleventh, or D.C. Circuits HUDwould have had to prepared
an EIS. An economicstudy showingthat a major federal programmight cause a significant impact on the humanenvironment wouldtrigger the EIS requirement in those circuits. Only
under the exceptionally deferential standard employedby the
Fifth Circuit and its aligned circuits could a court approveof
HUD’sdecision not to prepare an EIS despite this economic
evidence of significant potential consequencesto the environment.
C. The Applicable Standard Of Judicial Review Is
OutcomeDeterminative As To The National Historic LandmarksIssue
Athird illustration that this case turns on the applicable
standard of judicial reviewconcernsthe real possibility of significant adverse impacts on National Historic Landmarks.The
Fifth Circuit’s highly deferential decision permitted HUDto
rely on another agency’s decision. HUD’sonly basis for its
no-impact finding with respect to the HHLswas the NPSopinions, for which the NPSitself disavowedany identifiable basis, cautioning HUDthat "extra caution" was required because
"the National Historic Landmarksare considered to be the
most important historic landmarksin the United States." (See
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App. 92a.) Nonetheless, the Fifth Circuit approvedthe HUD’s
decision to not prepare an EIS, because petitioners had not
madea sufficient showingthat the Project wouldharm NHLs.
(See App.40a.) Bycontrast, the courts of appeals that impose
a meaningful standard of review will not allow an agency to
avoid preparing an EIS by merely deferring to other agencies
and assumingthat they will prevent significant effects from
occurring. See, e.g., Calvert Cliffs" CoordinatingComm.,Inc.
v. U.S. Atomic Energy Comm’n,449 F.2d 1109 1122-23 (D.C.
Cir. 1971) (declaring that each agency must makean independent NEPA
determination, and cannot merely defer to certification by separate agencythat environmentalstandards are
met).13 In short, under the Fifth Circuit’s approach, unless
there was proof that NHLswould be harmed, HUDwas free to
ignore the possibility, and not prepare an EIS.

13 See also, e.g., The Steamboatersv. FERC,759 F.2d 1382, 1393(9th
Cir. 1984) ("One agency cannot rely on another’s examination of environmental effects under NEPA");Idaho v. ICC, 35 F.3d 585, 595-96 (D.C.
Cir. 1994) ("Instead of taking its ownhard look, the Commission
deferred
to the scrutiny of others by authorizing salvage subject to conditions that
require UnionPacific to consult with various federal and state agencies
about the specific environmentalimpactsthat fall within their jurisdictions.
Anagency cannot delegate its NEPA
responsibilities in this manner.... ");
Anacostia Watershed Soc’y v. Babbitt, 871 F. Supp. 475, 484 (D.D.C.
1994)(similar).
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the petition should be granted.
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